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It is commonly accepted that

People with Down syndrome usually show
difficulties in handling numbers

(Bird and Buckley, 2001)

But…
What do we mean by this?

What's at stake when we address this question?
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Fresh ideas from research on the 
teaching of elementary mathematics

Mathematics as a network of concepts, rather than a hierarchical subject
matter (Lafforgue 2007)

Elementary Arithmetic and Geometry  primordial concepts are 
deeply connected (Millán Gasca, 2016)

Number concepts are linked to language through counting (Fuson 1988)



and our current  work…
Five-years of geometrical training with a group of seven children

A three-year arithmetical program with two children



…leads us to some questioning

v Is their geometrical intuition stronger than their numerical one?

v Should we use this geometrical intuition to reinforce number understanding?

v What is  the most suitable approach and the best activities for this purpose?
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…and helped us to find some preliminary answers

v Is  their geometrical intuition  stronger than their numerical one?

v Should we use this geometrical intuition to reinforce number understanding?

Let´s begin with practice !

v Which are the approach and the activities more suitable for this purpose?



Cardinal meaning of number

Pythagorean

Polygonal numbers

3 4 5 6

Geometric configurations help to handle“small” quantities

Linking a number with a polygon helps to understand its properties



Working with geoboards



Counting and classifying polygons

43 5 6



Definition Properties

Multiplication: a binary operation
Combine two numbers to produce a third one (their product)

N N
(a, b) p

Using a plane shape, a rectangle, helps the association

Commutative
Identity element
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Squares

Commutativity

“Calcul-ate”: 
we tried working with stones



But, they were not easy to handle…

…we´d rather use polycubes



Polycubes are helpful to 

observe commutativity …

…and to use  symbolic representation



Unit Fractions

General Expression ,
-

,
.

,
/ …. ,0

Initial meaning A whole broken into 2, 3, 4,…..n equal parts or pieces
The fraction represents one of these pieces

Modern meaning A symbol (of a “broken" number) based on the idea of ratio

A link between arithmetical and geometrical ratios



The origin of the concept

Halves in real life



1. We have two equal-length ribbons
2. We fold one of them into equal parts  

3. And we cut it!

4. Two halves! 5. Repeating the process: one quarter

Here we have: whole, half, and 
quarter..  of the length of a 

ribbon



Cutting a cookie



And here we have again: whole, half, and quarter…of the area of a cookie



Measure

What is measuring? Associate a number to a magnitude

Two steps to measure a length
Geometrical

Choosing a segment as a unit
Comparing any segment with the standard unit

(superposition)

Arithmetical
Counting the number of superimposed units

Measurement is a physical and mental action and
a historical root of mathematics

1

3 Natural numbers
1
3 Rational numbers



Measuring lengths

Choosing the unit

We count…
and the measure is done

Laying  down one unit 
after another



We also measure distances….

Imagining the straight line
that joins planets

Feeling the quest for precision… …we use half of a rod!!!

With our galactic-rods



Measuring surfaces…a more difficult task

Counting the square-units

Repeating the process with our own
spacecraft



We tell the result
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…helped us to find more preliminary answers

v Is  their geometrical intuition  stronger than their numerical one?

v Should we use this geometrical intuition to reinforce number understanding?

YES!
v Which are the approach and the activities more suitable for this purpose?



Their geometrical intuition is stronger than their numerical one

It shows up when a child

“sees” straight lines as distances

understands the effort to lay down (add) units 
with no gaps

checks shapes against each other observing them:  
superimposing, counting

…



Their geometrical intuition is stronger than the numerical one

It shows up when a child

“sees” straights lines as distances

Explanations
and “supporting
evidence

Intuition of the continuum (René Thom, 1970)

Ancient evidence of geometrical concepts by humankind

…

understands the effort to lay down (add) units with 
no gaps

checks shapes against each other observing them:  
superimposing, counting



Ø Cardinality:
Geometrical configurations help children with DS to recognize quantities

Ø Multiplication: 
Rectangles help them to remember the connection between factors and product 
(concept of area)

Ø Broken numbers:
They understand the meaning of half and a quarter and use it in different contexts

Ø Measure:
Autonomy in measuring tasks

The activities both enhanced geometrical intuition 
and helped to understand arithmetical concepts



We confirm some previous convictions

Ø Educative values of mathematics

Ø Effectiveness of hands-on activities with human sense

Ø Imagination and fantasy trigger learning

Ø Solid mathematical basis of activities is essential



And we obtain some unexpected findings…
to implement in our research

Ø Cheerful engagement in the tasks



And we obtain some unexpected findings…
to implement in our research

Ø The power of the offered tasks to reinforce the use of language

Children with DS can benefit from the precision, conciseness and 
meaningfulness of mathematical language

Ø Cheerful engagement in the tasks
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